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Introduction

The introduction of the century-series fighter aircra_ in the 1950's, with their
ability to fly at supersonic speeds in level flight, brought into prominence the sonic
boom phenomenon. This phenomenon, which is now well understood from a physical
standpoint, was heretofore quite infrequent and was usually associated with aircraft 'i
which had to dive in order to attain slightly supersonic speeds. Concerted efforts
in the 1960's, in conjunction with increased operations of high-performance military
aircraft, the proposed (and later canceled) U.S. supersonic transport (SST), and the
eventual entry of the British-French Concorde into commercial service, have provided
significant insight into the generation, propagation, and prediction of sonic booms

and their effects on people, animals, and structures (refs.'l t_\7). Even so, sonic
booms continue to be a community acceptance problem for airc_rafLdperations at
supersonic speeds. In fact, commercial supersonic flight over land in the United
States is prohibited (ref. 8). The Concorde confines its supersonic operations to
overwater routes only.

Sonic boom studies continue to play a role in the formation of environmental
impact statements regarding the establishment ot military operational training areas
and the Space Shuttle program. Recent research in long-range hypersonic vehicles,
such as the "Orient Express," recognizes theft the sonic boom will loom large as a
serious threat to complete success.

This chapter is intended to provide a status of the knowledge of sonic booms,
with emphasis on their generation, propagation, and prediction. For completeness,
however, material relating to the potential for sonic boom alleviation and the
response to sonic booms is also included. The material is presented in the following
five se-tions: Nature oS Sonic Booms, Review and Status of Theory, Measurements
and Predictions, Sonic Boom Minimization, and Responses to Sonic Booms.

Nature of Sonic Booms

This section begins with a description of the shock flow fields surrounding bodies
moving at supersonic speeds and the manner in which sonic booms are observed. A
description of the sonic boom carpets, both primary and secondary, is given for a
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typical aircraft operatiom The role of the atmosphere in establishing and influencing
the primary and secondary booms is dmcussed.

Shock Flow Field

Any body which moves through the air at speeds exceeding the local speed of
sound has associated with it a system of shock waves, as shown in figure 1. A simple
body of revolution (i.e., a projectile) generally has two waves, one attached to the
front called the bow wave a,_d the other emanating from the rear called the tail
wave (fig. 1(a)). More comae.cared configurations, such as the small aircraft model
in figure l(b), produce wimle systems of shock waves. At very large,distances from
the body, the wave system tend_ to distort and steepen, ultimately coalescing into a
bow and a tail wave as in the case of the simple projectile.

Figure 1(c) shows a schematic diagram representing the far-field wave patterns
typical of the projectile and wind-tunnel data. At the bow wave a compression occurs
in which the local pressure p rises to a value Ap above atmospheric pressure. Then a
slow expansion occurs until some value below atmospheric pressure is reached, after
which there is a sudden recompression at the tail wave. Generally, the bow and
tail shocks are of similar strengths and the pressure decreases linearly between the
two. This nominal sonic boom signature is called an N-wave. It moves with the
aircraft and is associated with continuous super_nic flight, not just with "breaking
the sound barrier." One speaks of a sonic boom "carpet," whose width depends on
flight and atmospheric conditions, swept out under the full length of a supersonic
flight. Receivers within the carpet detect the sonic boom--that is, the N-wave---once
as the aircraft passes.

If these waves were sweeping by an observer on the ground, the ear's aural
response would be as shown schematically in the sketch at the bottom of figure 1(c).
Since the ear detects changes in pressure only above a certain frequency, it would
respond to the steep part of the wave and not to the portion which is changing slowly.
If the time interval At between those two rapid compressions is small, as for a bullet,
the ear would not be able to distinguish between them and they would seem as one
explosive sound. If the time interval is on the order of 0.10 sec or greater, as is the
case for an aircraft at high altitude, the ear would probably det_t two booms.

Some of the characteristics of the pressure signatures within the flow field
surrounding the XB-70 aircraft are shown in figure 2. These in-flight measurements
(ref. 9) were obtained by probing the flow field above and below the XB-70 with an
instrumented aircraft. The XB-70 was flying at M - 1.5 at 37000 ft above ground
level, and in-flight surveys were made at 2000 ft above and at 2006 and 5000 ft below
the aircraft. Also shown is the corresponding signature measured at ground level.

The measured signatures are shaded to highlight the individual pressure peaks.
These pressure peaks are associated with details of the aircraR geometry (wings,
inlets, canopy, empennage, and so on). It is shown tha_ more complex signatures are
measured close to the aircraft and that the individual shock waves from the aircraft
tend to coalesce as distance from the aircraft increases, although in this case an ideal
N-wave has not yet evolved. It is also shown that the shock wave signature above
the aircraft differs markedly (in shape and amplitude) from that below the aircraft
at a comparsble distance. This signature difference results from the ditferen,:e in
the detailed geometry of the aircraft and the manner in which the volume and lift
components interact.
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(a) Flow field for projectile. (b) Flow field for aircraft. !
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(c) Far-fieldwaue;mtte,la.

Figure I. ShockJlowfield_.
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Figure _. Measured signatures above and below XB-70 alrcraf't.

Description of Sonic Boom Carpets

Figure 3 shows schematically the nature of the sonic boom carpets fora flight such
as that of the Concords, during v,hich the aircraft flies a large portion of the distance
supersonically and without maneuvers. Two ground exposure patterns in which
booms are observed are shown. The primary boom carpet contains the normally
observed sonic boom overpressures and results from wave propagation through only
that part of the atmosphere below the aircraft. Secondary boom carpets may exist
which involve the portion of the atmosphere above the aircraft as well as that below
the aircraft. Between the primary and secondary carpets exists a region in which no
sonic booms are observed. The secondary boom carpets are more remote from the
ground track and the overpressure levels are much less intense than in the primary
carpet.

The waveform characteristics of the boom signatures can vary widely at the
different observation points, as indicated in figure 3. In the region of the primary
boom carpet, on or near the ground track, N-wave signatures are typically observed.
For tyl_ical high-altitude cruise conditions, these are usually of the order of 1 to
3 lb/ft z xn intensity and from 0.10 to 0.30 see in duration. At the frix,Les of the
primary boom carpet, near the lateral cutoff, the signatures degenerate into weak
sound waves and they lose their N-wave characteristics. In the region of the secondary
boom carpet_ the disturbances tend to be very weak in intensity (of the order of 0.02
to 0.20 lb/ft _) but persist over longer periods of time (refs. 10 to 15).
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Figure 3. Nature and extent of sonic boom ground e.z_osure carpets and

wave.forms associated with supersonic aircraft operations. _

It should be noted that the higher overpressure N-wave some booms have caused ._]_
community acceptance problems. On the other hand, the lateral cutoff boor_o and
the secondary booms, whicb do not have an N-wave character and are lower in
._ntensity, tend to be more of a curiosity and are not apt to be the source of serious _
community respoase problems. Near the lateral cutoff, primary booms usually _'_
resemble low rumbles or rollln_zthunder. Secondary booms, however, are generally
not audible (0.1 to 1.0 Hz), but can cause building vibrations which are readily __
observed. _

j-.,_

Another type of pressure signature, that of a focus boom (shown in the lower left _,
of fig. 3), can be observed when any aircraft accelerates from subsonic to supersonic -.:.,
speeds. These "acceleration" focus booms are followed by regions on the ground in -_:'_
which multiple booms are observed. The focus booms enhance the boGms generated '_:
in steady, level flight operations. _,

Sonic boom footprints from military operations, particularly air combat maneu-
vers, can be quite complex. They have the same essential features as shown in
figure 3, but can have a very short cruise component (because of the brief nature of
supersonic combat maneuvers) and can be distorted by turns.

Role of the Atmosphere

The maimer in which the atmosphere above and below the aircraft is involved
in developing _he primary and secondary boom carpets is shown in more detail in
the ray diagram of figure 4. Oa the right-hand side of figure 4 are examples of
temperature and wind profiles for a normal atmosphere. Of note is that there is
a portion of the higher atmosphere in which the temperature increases as altitude
increases, and the associated wave propagation speed thus in(teases compared with
that in the lower portions of the atmosphere. Similarly, the w!nd may participate in
such a way as to further increase the wave propagation speed in certain directions.

On the left-hand side of figure 4 is a ray diagram for an airc=aft at an altitude
of 60000 ft, traveling toward the viewer. The downward-propagating rays, shown
by the solid lines, impact the ground to form the primary (arpet, as indicated in
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Figure _. Prcpagation paths of sonic boom disturbances from an aircraft and
associated ground exposure carpets.

the figure. At some point--about 28 n.mi. in the example shown--the rays refract
away from the ground and thus define the la,eral extent of the primary carpet. Also
indicated is a secondary carpet, at about 6b to 85 n.mi. from the flight t.rack, in
which the dashed-line rays impact. These dashed-line rays arrive in two different
ways: they either travel directly to the secondary carpet as a result of bending in the
t:pper atmosphere, or they may first impinge in the primary carpet, reflect upward
from the surface, and then bend downward after traveling through a portion of the
upper atmosphere. The representation of the secondary carpet in this illustration
is probably oversimplified, because there is reason to believe that it could consist
of several well-defined impact areas (refs. 12 and 13). Variations in atmospheric
wind and temperature profiles, however, could cause these impact areas to lose their
identities. Some of the steep-angle rays above the aircraft may travel in such a way
thattheyaredissipatedwithouteverapproachingtheground.

The atmosphere,particularlythefirstfewthousandfeetoftheEarth'sboundary ,
layer,playsanotherverysignificantrolerelativeto the sonicboom signature
waveforms.Figure5presentsexamplesofsonicboom waveformsthatweremeasured
in the primary carpet for three different types of aircraft. The tracings of measured l
waveforms for the F-104 aircraft are for a time duration of about 0.10 sec. The
waveforms vary from the nominal N-wave shape previously described, varying from
a sharply peaked to a gently rounded shape. Similar tracings are shown for the B-58
and XB-70 aircraft.The B-58signaturesareroughly0.20secindurationand the
XB-70 signaturesareapproximately0.30secinduration.The main differences
betweenwavesfora givenaircraftoccurat the timeoftherapidcompressions.
The largestoverpressuresaregenerallyassociate_lwiththesharplypeakedwaves.
Suchdifferencesinthesonicboom waveformresultprimarilyfrom theturbulence
and thethermalactivitiesinthelowerlayeroftheatmosphere(ref.9).

Review and StatusofTheory

Inthissectionthetheoryisdeveloped,beginningwiththeacousticsourceand
includingatmosphericeffectsand nonlinearsteepening.Sonicboom computations
aresufficientlycomplextonecessitatecomputerization.A discussionofa numberof
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Figure 5. Variation of measured sonic boom waveforms at ground level for
small, medium, and large aircraft in steady, level flight

these programs is presented. Maneuvering flight and the potential for sonic boom
focusing is addressed, along with the different types of focus conditions that may be
encountered. Finally, a discussion of the applicability of the theory to hypersonic
speeds is presented.

Sonic Boom Theory

A slender axis)mmetric body in uniform supersonic flow, as shown in figure l(a),
generates a cylindrical acoustic wave field with overpressures Ap = p - P0 given by

Ap(x - _r, r) = po 7M2F(x
(f3r)l/2 (:)

where
p pressure

PO undisturbed ambient pressure

x axialcoordinate(bodyfixed)

r radius

7 ratio of specific heats

M Mach number

Prandtl-Glauertfactor,

and
1

--/0x A"((_) d_ (2)F(z)= _ (x- _)1/2

,32_
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t Maglieri and Plotkinwhere A is the cross-sectional area of the body as measured by cutting planes aligned
with the Mac_ angle and _ is a dummy variable of integration. The quantity F(x)
was introduced by Whitham (ref. 16) and is generally referred to as the Whitham
F-function. The F-function has an implicit dependence on Mach number because of
A being defined on Macb,tangent cutting planes, so that, in principle, Mach number
dependence is not limited to the explicit factors in equation (2). In practice, the Mach
number dependence of equation (2) is relatively weak, so an F-function computed at
one M_ch number can be considered to be "the" F-function over a reasonable range
of conditions.

Equations (1) and (2) are derived from llnearized supersonic flow and area-rule
theory for axisymmetric bodies. They can be shown to be valid for nonaxisymmetric
vehicles if the actual area A(x) is replaced with an eq'_tivalentarea which is a function
of azimuthal angle about an axis through the body in the flight direction. The
equivalent area consists of two components: the actual _ea &scut by a plane tangent
to the Mach cone at the azimuth plus an effective area directly proportional to the
axial distribution of hft in that direction. This formulation follows from the linearized
supersonic flow and area-rule results of Hayes (refs. 17 and 18) and Lomax (ref. 19)
and was applied by Walkden (ref. 20) to Whitham's basic sonic boom analysis (ref. 21,
discussed below), leading to the analysis of sonic booms in terms of volume and lift
components.When generalizedtoasymmetricbodies,_;helocallyasymmetricversion
ofequation(1)isvalidatdistanceswhicharelargecomparedwithbodydimensions
(i.e., r _ x - j3r). A very good presentation of the equivalent area formulation is -_
given in reference 22, which also contains a more detailed presentation of sonic boom ltheory than the current synopsis.

The completeroleof the aircraftconfigurationin sonicboom generationis
embodiedintheF-function.Analysisofminimizationconceptsgenerallycenters
or,calculatingF-functionsforvariousconfigurations.At hypersonicspeeds,for
whichlinearizedflowtheoryisnotaccurate,theproblemisthatofobtainingthe
F-functionby means otherthanequation(2);equation(I)isalwaysvalidbeyond
some radiusr atwhichAp/po issufficientlysmall.Thesetwo topicsarediscussed
indetailsubsequently.Fornow,itsufficestonotethattheaircraftsourceisdefined
by theF-function.

Pressuresignaturesat largedistancesdo not retainthefixedshapeofequa-
tions(i)and (2);explosionsand supersonicartilleryprojectileswereIonsknown to
generatefar-fieldshockwavesignatures.Landau(ref.23)showedthatweaknonlinear
effects(secondorderinoverpressure)causethefar-fieldsignatureofa projectileto
havea dual-shockN-waveshape.The mechanismisthatairinthepositive-pressure
pulsehasan elevatedtemperatureand a forwardvelocity,sothatlocalpropagation
speedisfasterthanambientsoundspeedand thewavesteepens,eventuallyform-
inga shock.Landauobtainedtheresultthatshockstrengthintheaxisymmetric
casefollowsan r-3/4 lawratherthanther-I/2lawofequation(I).DuMond etal.
(ref.24)performeda seriesof measurementson small-caliberprojectiles,clearly

demonstratingtheN-waveand ther-3/4 law.

The theorysupportingthismechanismwas setforthina consistentmanner by
Whitham (refs.16and 21)who showedthatsecond-ordernonlinearsteepeningcould
be viewedasa uniformfirst-ordersolution:thelinearsolution(eq.(I))providesthe
correctamplitudetothefirstorder,butthelocatbn(z-/_r,representingpropagation
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at the ambien _, sound speed) is correct only to the zeroth order. Corzecting ._
propagation spe_d t_ the first order (based on the linear solution) provides the Jr_quired second-order solution. •

In the form used by Whitham (ref. 21), the acoustic overpressure may be written
as

p-Po F(r)
po = (3)

where

r t- (s/co)
t time

s distance along a ray

S -ay-tubearea _

co undisturbedambientsound speed

where a ray-fixedccordinatesystemhas been adopted.Figure6 shows the rela*.ion

between a wave-fixedviewpoint,as shown in figures1 and 2, and a ray-fixed

viewpoint,assketchedinfigure4.The wave frontexistsata giventime,whereasthe

raysrepresentthe path thattheboom willtakeafterbeinggeneratedatsome time.

The ray-tubeareaterm I/v/S isa generalizationof the cylindricalwave quantity

7M2/(2_r) 1/2 in equation _1). For plane waves S is a constaat, and for spherical
waves it is proportional to r" or s 2. In a general nonuniform atmosphere, an acoustic
impedance factor is present and S is the geometrical acoustic ray-tube area (to be
discussed subsequently).

Mach cone Ray cone dX

_._ (existsat timet) (generated""_A \

/".,'% ""°'"7/\

, S- .7.2-
[ -",_,/ Hyperbolic _.-N , /

' / .-" intercepts ', r' ..... /

_" "V NGrouna plane

Figure 6. Mach and raTIcones in supersonic flight.

Whitham's rule calls for replacing co in r by c + u, the perturbed sound speed c

plus the velocity perturbation u. The normalized perturbations (c- co)/co and u/co
are both proportional to (P-Po)/PO. For an isentropic acoustic wave, the propagation
speed is

e+u=co(l+7+lP_ pO)2q, (4)
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fhe parameterr representsa pointon theacousticwave,and t isitsarrivaltime
at locations. The arrivaltimemay be obtainedby integratingthereciprocalof
equation(4).To thefirstorderinAp/Po,thisarrivaltimeis

s '7+I f'dst = I"+ F0") (5)co 2'7o Jo
Equation (5) has been written in terms of t, rather than r, to oresent an explicit
relationship.

The physical interpretation of equations (3) and (5) is illustrated in figure 7. A
signature near the aircraft (fig. 7(a)) undergoes an amplitude change because of the
ray-tube a,-ea factor (fig. 7(b)) and undergoes a steepening distortion (fig. 7(c)) as
given by equation (5). One point in _he signature is highlighted in the figure and
traced through this process. Note that the advance of each signature point (the last
term of eq. (5)) is proportional to its F-function valve and a quadrature which is
independent of F. The quadrature term is part of the ray geometry solution and,
ia various normalized forms, has been denoted as the age parameter (ref. 25) or the
advance factor (ref. 26).

Parts of the aged signature constructed in figure 7 are triple valued. This is
physically impossible. At some earlier time the aging process would have caused the
signature slope to be vertical, at which point there would be a discontinuous pressure
jump. Propagation of this jump must be handled as a shock wave rather than as
an isentropic wave, Linearizing the Rankine-Hugoniot relations gives the following
speed us for a weak shock of strength Ap:

us"ca 1+'7+1
4'7 (6)

This is slower than the iseTltropic wave speed behind it, so that the original signature
is absorbed into the shock. The shock is sketched in figure 7(c). In general, the
linearized shock speed is equal to the average of the isentropic wave speeds ahead
of and behind the shcck. This leads to the "area balancing" rule for fitting shocks:
construct the steepened isentropic signature, then eliminate triple-valued areas by
fitting shocks such that total area is conserved. In figure 7(c), the shaded areas
ahead of and behind the shock are equal.

Figure 7(c) is similar to sketches by Landau (ref. 23) and Whitham (ref. 21)
showing the evolution of an N-wave signature. Key quantities for an N-wave are the
shock overpressure and the total duration. Concentrating on the forward, positive-
overpressure portion of the N-wave, they matched equations (3), (5), and (6) to
obtain a closed-form solution.

Whitham's final result for the far-field bow shock overpressure is

Apshock_, -_- 2 F(r) dr \2-'_ _] (7) •

where _'0 is the value of r corresponding to the end of the positive phase of the
F-function. For a uniform atmosphere, where $ c_r o( s, equation (7) reduces to an
r-a/4 law. A similar result for the (iuration of an N-wave follows an r 1/'t law.
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(c) Far-field steepened (aged,' _.gnature.

Figure 7. Evolution and steepening . s ,nic boom sign,_ure.
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Equation (7) is very simple; it contains terms related to the ray-tube area
dependence of the acuustic overpressure, with the Aircraft geometry embodied in
a simple integral of the F-function. This suggests that a far-field sonic boom is
not particularly sensitive to fine detain of the aircraft, and flight test results indeed
show that N-waves for various conventionally shaped aircraft of similar size and
weight are virtually the same. In this N-wave regime, the effect of size is that boom
overpressures decrease as a function of the aircraft length to the one-fourth power.
Lift-induced boom varies as the square root of aircraft weight, and the boom is
relatively insensitive to Mach number.

Earlycalculationsofsonicbooms exploitedthisbehavior.One expressior_used :._
forvolume-inducedsonicboom was (ref.27)

where

Kr ground reflection coefficient (usually 2)

Ks aircraft shape constant, typically 0.4 to 0.8

D equivalentaircraftdiameter

l aircraftlength

Pv,P_ ambientpress'_reatthevehicleand theground

Basedon theWalkden theory(rei:20),similarformulasweredevelopedforlift-
inducedsonicboom.

The V/P_g factorinequation(8)isa partialsdjlmtmentforthefactthatthe
atmosphereisnotuniform.A completeadjtmtmentfortheatmosphereutilizesthe
theoryofgeometricalacoustics.Thistheoryaccountsforcurvatureofshockwaves
and rays(asinfigs.2 and 4 and comparedwiththestraightlinesoffig.6)andthe
variationinsoundspeedand airdensity.A fullderivationofgeometricalacoustics
waspresentedby Blokhintzev(ref.28).Two othernoteworthyderivationsarethose
inreferences29 and 30. Geometricalacousticsappliesforwaveswhichareshort
comparedwithatmosphericgradients.Ray shapesdependon soundspeedand wind
gradientsand arecomputedby methodsdirectlyanalogoustothoseofgeometrical
optics. Figure 8 shews typical ray curvatures for a sonic boom under standard
atmospheric conditions. Figure 8(a) shows rays under the flight track. At a given
time there are rays directed at various azimuthal angles _b,as shown in figure 8(b).
A ray-tube area, as sketched ;n figure 8(a), is computed to account for the effect of
curvature ,,n amplitude. The effect of the ray calculation and the variation in air
density anC hound speed is that the quantity S in the acoustic solution (eq. (3)) is
replaced v.'_th a quantity B given by

B = pvc,_S (9)
Poco

whereS is the ray-tube area, pocois the localacoustic impedanceof air, and p_cu is
the impedanceat the vehicle. The quantity B is slightly morecomplexthan this if
therearewinds°
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Figure 8. Curvature of sonic boom rays in atmosphere.

The ray calculation depends only on flight parameters and the atmosphere.
Figure 9 shows a typical definition of four rays which outline a rectangular ray
tube. Each ray lies on a ray cone. The effect of maneuvers is automatically included
by use of the local flight velocity and the Mach angle at e_h time point. Once the
ray calculation is completed, the rest of the boom calc_ ._onproceeds exactly as
outlined earlier, except for the use of B instead of S throughout.

A final step in boom calculation is that, fora receiver on the ground, the perceived
boom is enlumced by reflection from the ground. This reflection generally is a factor
of 2. It can be less forsoft ground, and it can be higher if there are multiple reflectors
such as the corner between the ground and a wall.
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Figure 9. Ray tube outlined by ]our corner rays At and A¢ apart.

Computation of Sonic Booms

The theory outlined above is presented as a collection of components. The
acoustic source signature is given by equations (2) and (3), with atmospheric effects
included via equation (9). Nonlinear steepening is calculated by equation (5) and _
applied as shown in figure 7. Except for equation (8), which is very simplified, no :_
formulas are presented by which the reader can compute sonic boom. The process
is sufficiently complex that a computerized implementation is generally required.
Figure 10 shows the computational flow of such a program. A number of computer
programs have been written (refs. 25 and 31 to 34, for example). They all perform o.
the same basic calculations, but each has particular capabilities and features added
for specific applications. Reference 35 contains a review of the various program
capabilities. All these programs were originally developed tbr mainframe computers.
However, because of the current interest in sonic booms, it is expected that personal
computer versiowJ will be available _oon.

A very usebd calculation procedure for steady-flight booms is the simplified
model developed by Ckrlson (ref. 36). He noted that the computerized geometrical
acoustics calculations could be performed once for a renge of flight parameters and
implemented as an _xtension of formulas such as equation (8). His formulas for an
N-wave are

Apmax = KpKr P_/_P_(M2 - l)"/She3/413/4K, (10a)

&t = Kt 3.42 M hl141314Ke (10b)
cv (M 2 - 1)3/8
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Figur_ 10. Logical flow of sonic boom calculation.

where

Apmax shock strength

At N-wave duration

hc effective altitude

l aircraft length

Kp pressure amplification factor

Kr ground reflection factor (nondnally 2.0)

Km aircraft shape factor

Kt signature duration factor

Charts of Kp and Kt are presented in reference 36 for various flight altitudes and
Mach numbers. A procedure is also presented for computing Kj based on aircraft
type. The Ke procedure can be used to estimate an N-wave F-function for input to
a full sonic boom model with which maneuver effects can be calculated. For steady,
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level flight in the standard atmosphere under conditions where N-wave sonic booms
occur, Carison's method is generally within 5 percent of computer calculations.

Maneuvers and Focusing

Under certain conditions, converging ray patterns can exist wluch produce
focused "superbooms." Studies of cylindrical implosions and intuitive concepts of
lens-like focusing give expectations of very high amplitudes. In practice, those sonic
boom loci which do occur tend to be low-order types with moderate amplifications
typically no more than two to five times the carpet boom shock strength.

Figure 11 illustrates a focus condition for acceleration. _# the Mach number
increa_% the Mach angle decreases and rays converge to a focus at some distance
from the _ircr_ft. Only infinitesimally separated rays cross at s given point; the focus
tends to move farther from the aircraft _s M increases. The focus is thus smeared
out over a line generally referred to as a caustic. There at. _hreeorders of focus
to consider: a simple focus corresponding to a smooth causti" _as shown in fig. 11),
a superf_cus corresponding to a cusp between two smooth caustics, and a perfect
lens-like focus (ref. 32). When a sonic boom focus occurs, it is predominately or
completely a simple focus. Superfoci can occur for transient maneuvers such as turn
entry and mark the initial point of the associated simple focus. Perfect loci do not
occur for any credible supersonic maneuver.

Flight track

Mach angle _ decreases
u M increases

Rays

Caustic
(focal line)

Figure 11. Sonic boom locumn9 due _o acceleration.
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Sonic Boom __
In three dimensions, a caustic is a two-dimensional surface. A focal zone at the

ground is a line representing the ground.caustic intersection. In three dimevsions, a
superfocu3 cusp is a line, with the superfocal zone at the ground being a poklt.

Figure 12 illustrates two other basic focusing maneuvers, that at sonic cutoff and
that in the plane of a steady, level turn. The ray and caustic topology of these
two cases and of the acceleration case of figure 11 are similar. Cluse to the caustic,
the wave behavior depends on the relative geometry of the rays and caustics, and
the three cases are mathematically interchangeable. Because the caustic represents
a boundary to the wave field, the focus amplitude is limited by diffraction effects.
This is a solved problem for the linear acoustic case. The linear solution is singular.
The equations describing nonlinear behavio" at a caustic were written by Guiraud
(ref. 37), who derived a similitude and corresponding scaling law. Guiraud's scal;.ng
law leads to the following simple form for the maximum shock pressure at a sir ,_le
focus:

pm =e[ ]1/5 (u)P,_.f {3'"__'PrefR J

where Pref is the incoming N-wave boom pressure at a normal distance Yref from the
caustic, R is the relative curvature between the rays and the caustic, and C is a
constant. If a focused siznature is available for one smooth caustic c_se, Guiraud's
similitude can be used to adapt it to any other simple focus. The similitude also
defines the size of the focal zone, within which standard boom theory is invalid. )Focal zones are very narrow, with amplification significantly above the boom carpet
typically within a region less than 300 f_ from the focal line. Although standard
boom theory can detect a focus (by virtue of ray-tube area v_ibhing), calculation
of the focus requires that the cans_ic be traced and its curvature determined.

Numerical focus solutions for a single shock wave have been obtained by Gill
and Seeb_ (ref. 38) and Gill (ref. 39) and more recently in referenc_ 40. The
Gill-Seeb_s solution and the scaling law have been incorporated into one of the
sonic boom computer progro_m described previously (refs. 32 and 35). Figure 13
shows a typical focus solution for an incoming N-wave. The shocks are amplified
more than the rest of the signature (typical of diffraction, which tends to wash out
low frequencies more than high), so that focused signatures typically have U-shaped
waves. Focus factors, based on shock amplifications, range from 2 to 5, both from
calculations (rzf. 41) and from flight tests (refs. 42 and 43). Calculations from this
theory and flight test data are in good agreement (ref. 44).

Cusped caustic focal zones, sometimes termed "superfoc.;" or "super-
superboorns," have been observed in flight tests (ref. 43), with shock focus factors
of almost 10 at a point. Such a superfocus is limited to a region a few hundred feet
in size. Theory has been formulated tot cusped superfoci (refs. 45 and a6), but no
results comparable to those of references 38-40 are yet available.

Hypermnic Speeds

Most parts of sonic boom theory work well at all Mach numbers, but ce.lculatio_
of the F-function from slender-body theory (i.e., eq. (2)) falls at high Mach numbers
(above about Mach 3 for slender transport-type aircraft) or for bh:at bodies. At
hypersonic speeds, some other theory is required. Three approaches hav_ been
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(a) Sonic cutoff. 1Flight path
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(b) Steady turn.

Figure 12. Focusing due to sonic cutoff and in-plane steady turn.

utilized: hypersonic finite-difference calculations for the near-field flow, wind-tunnel
meaaurements to obtain purely empirical F-functions, and theoretical analyses based
on tractable simplified conditions.

Wind-tunnel measurements of launch and reentry vehicles (refs. 47 and 48) have
clearly demonstrated _he ability to measure F-functions at hypersonic speeds and
for blunt bodies. Subsequent use of these F-functions as inputs to boom c_lculations
has been very successful. An associated task of this type of study was the calculation
of selected points via a finite-difference computer code. In references 48 and 49, a
1970's vintage code was utilized, with very good agreement with wirM-turmel data.
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Fiqure 13. Focused and unfocused boom signatures.

With continued improvements in computational fluid dynamics and ever-lowering
computer costs, it should be practical to use Euler codes to compute complete
F-functions for hypersonic speeds. No such application has yet been made, but _,_
it is an expected development for current hypersonic projects. -_

One theory for hypersonic booms is available, that developed in reference 50. _
It is based on a concept by Seebass (ref. 51) that even slender hypersonic ;t . ties +_
effectively have blvnt noses (both physically, because of heating considers,tic , .. and +
aerodynamically,becauseoftheentropylayer),and theresultantdr_gdom,n_+e_
thesonicboom. The modelofsucha vehicleisa _phericalnoseon a very_nder,
infinite afterbody, very much like the physical model used for the hypersoxdc-boom
wind-tunnel study of reference 49. The far-field wave pattern of such a body can
be computed by means of a blast wave analorsy. Reference 50 contains a careful
analysis of this configuraticn, identifying the significant terms ih the hypersonic flcw
equations, writing the appropriate similitude-scaling laws, and matching near-field
flow (where entropy layer effects are important) with the far field (where entropy
layer effects can be argued to be negligible). Quantitative results for the far field were
presented, with constants incorporated from a numerical solution to the equivalent
blast wave. The analogy is valid for the positive-pressure phase of the far-field
N-wave Ap (the positive impulse I) and also provides an estimate of the location
oi the trailing shock. The final far. field sonic boom results were combined with
geometrical acoustics atmospheric corrections for an isothermal model atmosphere.
Figure 14 shows the final prediction; this figure is based on reference 52, which
contains a synopsis of reference 50. The only vehicle parameter is drag, as might
be expected from thv nature of the theory. In reference 50, agreement with reentry
data for the blunt-body spacecraft is reasonably goed.
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Afaglieri and Plotkin 1The reference 50 theory predicts hypersonic transport (HST) sonic boom levels
which are apparently lower than those established for supersonic transports. Shown
for comparison in figure 14 are Ap and I for a nominal 400 000-1b SST at M = 2.7.
The SST boom is significantly greater than the HST boom. This type of comparison
has led to speculation that hypersonic transports may have a sonic boom advantage.
However, there are two points to consider. First, the theory is effectively a volume-
only model and does not account for vehicle lift. Almost 40 percent of the example
SST boom is due to lift. An extension of the theory to account for lift-induced boom,
analogous to Walkden's theory at supersonic speed_, would be very useful but has
not yet been attempted. Second, the drag-dominated theory implicitly assttmes a
short body. This assumption results in durations considerably shorter than those
calculated for the SST, with a correspondingly lower impulse.

5 " 1.5 4
t

t .... Ap, SST

\ , SaT

3 \,\, /1 //I .3Ap. ,, _..

ll)/rt2 \ 'k ,/ / I ID'sec/ft2 ',_

- t\\,/ / / _:
" _- \ \X / -l_ ":_'

I \_( "._ 1/// /1 "_
_.. ....-- _Drag x 10 Ib I/

__J
0 0 "_

0 50 100 150 200 250 x 103 _,

Altitude, ft

Figure 14. Overpressure and impulse as function of altitude for drag-
dominated hypersonic vehicle. Conventional $$T shown for comparison.

(Based on ref. 5e.) ._

Measurements and Predictions

This section deals with the primary boom carpets for both steady, level flights
and for aircraft in maneuvers. For steady, level flight, both on-track and lateral

!

measurements and comparisons with predictions are presented. Variability in the
sonic boom measurements as a result of the atmosphere is presented and changes in
waveform and probability distr'butions of measured-to-predicted boom levels are
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shown, Focus booms associated with various types of operations, their ground
patterns, and the pressure buildups are described. Finally, recent experience with
secondaryboom carpetsisdiscussed,includingthesignaturecharacteristicsand

amplitudesofthebooms. :,_

Primary Boom Carpets for Steady, _
Level Flight _

On-Track Measurements

A considerablenumber of studieshave beenconductedwhichwere aimed at ,_

defining the peak amplitudes (overpressures) of the signatures for primary boom
. carpets for a wide range of vehicles and flight conditions. A summary of these results :_

isshown infigure15. Predictedand measuredon-tracksonicboom overpressures .:,
are plotted as a function of altitude for several aircraft of various sizes and weights t
(including Concorde) along with measured data for the launch and reentry phases

oftheApollo15,16,_nd 17spacecraft(ref.53),and theSpaceShuttleascentand ;_
reentry flights (ref. 54). Measured and predicted values of overpressure correlate :L
well for the aircraft cases. The sonic boom levels in general increase with increasing :_
aircraftsizeand decreasewithincreasingaltitude.The theoryisvalidfordirect :':.
booms of conventional aircraft.

Ap O Aircraftdata _

__ • Ascent launchvehicles _'
-- • Apollocapsulereentry"

• Shuttleorbiterreentry
Prediction

6

Sonicboom 4 XB-70 f Concords _/

overpressure, {_ /f _ Shuttleorbiter 7//.7_/J/_i._- Ascent launchvehicle

Ap, lb/ft 2 2 F-104 _. -0_m_.A,_A A _-capsule I//_,
,A o.o

• 0 2011111---l"___'Z''_:_"t'_'_'_":v_'4060 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220240260 600 x 103 _"_)
0

I,
Altitude. ft _,_

Figure 15. Measured and predicted on-track sonic boom overpressures in :i_

primary carpet area for several aircraft and spacecraft. ._i_

For measurements made during the reentry of spacecraft, the measured data are
consistent with data obtained for aircraft in that they appear to be comparable in
magnitude to extrapolated levels for fighter or medium bomber aircraft and they
display a similar decrease with increased altitude.

In general, the measured overpressures for the launch and ascent portion of
spacecraft flights indicate the same trend of decreasing pressure with increasing
altitude. However, the magnitudes of the overpressure values are much greater than
those of the reentry case. Since the launch vehicle is considerably larger than the
reentry vehicle, higher boom levels can be expected. However, the largest portion
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of the increased overpressure from launch vehicles results from the "effective body"
produced by the rocket exhaust plume. Note that disturbances from the ascent
phase, with engines thrusting, were measured at ground level for the vehicle operating
at altitudes up to about 600 000 ft (ref. 55). Simplified methods for prediction of
spacecraft sonic booms are discussed .'inreferences 36 and 48.

Lateral Spread Measurements

Considerable attention has also been given to defining the lateral extent of the
primary boom carpet for _teady flights of aircraft at various Much numbers and
altitudes. The calculated and measured primary carpet data for 13 flights of the
XB-70 at M _ 2.0 and an altitude of 80000 ft are shown in figure 16. These data
are also typical c,;other aircraft and operating conditions. At the top of the figure an
approaching supersonic aircraft is schematically shown, along with the downward-
propagating rays. The extent of the primary carpet is the point at wt,ich the ray
refracts away from the ground (the cutoff distance). This lateral cutoff point is
independent of aircraft type and is only a function of the aircraft altitude, the Much
number, and the characteristics of the atmosphere below the aircraft.

I--- Primary.-I _carpetwidth,d

4 r- Calculated _Theory Signature shape i_

F \cutoff _ /"

35 30 25 20 15 10 5 0 5 10 15 20 9.530 35

Lateral distance fr_rn ground track, n. mi.

Figure 16, Sonic boom overpressures for XB-70 aircraft at an altitude of
gO000 ft as function of lateral distance. M _, $.0.

Comparisons of the calculated and measured lateral extent of the sonic boom
patterns as a function of aircraft altitude and Mach number for steady flight in a
standard atmosphere are given in figure 17. The data points represent averages
of a number of measurements involving various aircraft. The widths of the sonic
boom carpets on the ground increase with increasing altitude and Much number.
For example, at an altitude of 20 000 ft and M = 1.5, the total width of the pattern
is 20 n.mi. At 60000 ft and M = 2.0, the pattern width is about 60 n.mi. However,
as is illustrated by the two sketches at the top of the figure, supersonic flights at
low altitudes result in narrow carpets having higher overpressures, whereas at higher
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Figure 17. Width of area of audible sonic boom pattern on ground. :_

altitudes the carpet widths are much broader but with lower ground overpressures.
Good agreement exists between measured and calculated values. The hypersonic
aircraft will operate at altitudes and Mach numbers beyond the current experience.
However, there is no reason to believe that theory would not provide reasonable ;i
estimates of the caruet width for this anticipated flight regime.

Variability Due to Atmosphere

The boom signatures associated with the on-track and lateral measurements were
measured under fairly stable atmospheric conditions. It has been noted previously
that atmospheric variations, particularly those in the first few thousand feet above
the Earth surface, can be very influential in bringing about distortions of the sonic
boom signature (see fig. 5), changing it from the normally expected N-wave to a
"peaked" or "rounded-type" signature (ref. 56). Higher overpressures result when
the signatures are peaked, whereas lower pressures are associated with rounded
signatures. This peaking and rounding of the boom signatures is statistical in nature
and occurs as a function of either time or distance.

A summary of the variations of the on-track overpressures resulting from the
atmosphere for steady, level flight is given in figure 18. This statistical analysis
comprises most of the planned sonic boom experiments that have been conducted in
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i Maglieri and Plotkin Ithe United Stat_. Data are included for a wide range of aircraft, _ Mt_chnumber
range of 1.2 to 3.0, and an altitude range of about 10000 to 80000 ft. A total of
12406 data samples have resulted from 1625 supersonic flights.

No. Data
Aircraft flights samples

SR-71 22 704
• F-101 549 549

F-I04 789 5063
B-58 222 5435tN

.90 _ 1625 12406

.10 A
Probability .50 .08 J{

Relative .06
, probability .04

.10
.02.

.01 .:

j_ 0 1 2 3 4.001 Apmeu/Apcalc

.0001 • , j
•2 .5 2 5

Apme_,/ APcalc

Figure 18. Statistical variation of sonic boom wave.forms and overpressures
resulting from atmosphere for steady, level supersonic flight. iPlotted on figure 18 is a relative cumulative frequency distribution and histogram

for on-track measurements showing the probability of equaling or exceeding the
ratio of the measured overpressure to the calculated or nominal overpressure for
steady flight in standard atmosphere. For this type of presentation, all the data
would fall in a straight line if the logarithm of the data fit a normal distribution.
Rounded signatures of the waveform sketched in the figure are usually associated
with overpressure ratios less than 1. Nominal or N-wave signatures are observed on
the average, and peaked signatures of higher overpressures are observed usually _t
ratios greater than 1. The data of figure 18 indicate that variation in the sonic boom
signatures as a result of the effects of the atmosphere can be expected during routine
operations.

Primary Boom Carpets for Maneuvers

Any rapid deviation of a vehicle from steady, level flight conditions can produce
c,_nsiderablemodifications in the location, number, and intensity of the ground shock
wave patterns. This maneuvering phenomenon is illustrated in figure 19, which shows
the shock wave ground-intersection patterns for two flight conditions of an aircraft
(ref. 57). For simplicity, only the bow shock wave is shown.

At the left in figure 19 the lateral spread pattern on the ground for an aircraft in
steady, level flight is shown. The ray paths on the ground, represented by the angled
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I SOncoomIlines,aregenerallyparallelto eachother,and theshockwave ground-intersection
patterns,asrepresentedby theheavylines,areessentiallyhyperbolicinshape.The
patterntotherightisforan aircraftexperiencinga lateralacceleration.The ray
pathsareno longerparallel;infact,insome regioi_stheytendtoconvergeand in
otherstodiverge.Likewise,theshockwaveground-intersectionpatternisno longer
hyperbolicand containssomeirregularities,includinga shockfoldinwhichmultiple
booms wouldbe observedand a cuspformationinwhichthepressuresarehigher
ti_a_forsteadyflightconditions.Such pressurebuildupscorrespondto focused
superbooir_d'_scussedpreviously.

__..___ @--..-_ :_

r;

Steady flight Accelerated flight _
.#

Figure 19. Shock wave ground-intersection patterns for aircraft in steady and :7_
accelerated flight at constant altitude• (From ref. 57.) ,::

_;

Sonicboom enhancementcanresultfroma varietyofaircraftmaneuvers.Fig- .::
ure 20 illustrates three types of maneuvers which could result in pressure buildups :_
atgroundlevel:a longitudinalacceleration,a 90° turn,and a pushovermaneuver. _:
In each maneuver, pressure buildups occur in the localized regions suggested by the ._
shaded areas in the sketches. It is very important to remember that although the
aircraft and shock waves are moving, these localized areas on the grotmd in which
pressure buildups occur are fixed and do not move with the aircraft. The local-
ized regions, incidentally, are on the order of 1000 ft or less in width. The press_e
buildups in these focus areas are a function of the type of maneuver and the acceler-
ation involved and are noted in the Review and Status of Theo'ry section to be 2 to
5 times the boom carpet values. As noted previously, pressure buildups will always
result for the longitudinal maneuver when the aircraft accelerates from subsonic to
supersonic speeds. The pressure buildup areas associated with turns and pushover
maneuvers can be minimized or avoided by reducing acceleration (or decelerating)
or by simply avoiding the maneuver.

In scheduled commercial operations, longitudinal acceleration from subsonic to
supersonic speeds is the only maneuver of significance from a ground exposure point
of view. Experience has demonstrated that the focus boom region associated with
this acceleration can be placed to within about 2 miles of the designated area.

It is important to note that any randomness of the atmosphere, which brings
about waveform distortions discussed in connection with figure 18, may decrease the
focus factor value and, for certain situations, may eliminate the focus altogether.
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." I Longitudinal acceleration "" I Pushover

• #0# °"

"turf"' ,'" 1

Figure 20. Areas on ground exposed to superbooms resulting from three maneuvers.

Secondary Boom Carpets

Secondary sonic booms, or so-called "over-the-top" boom disturbances (refs. 10
to 15), are quite distinct from primary boo_ns, not only in the manner in which they
are propagated from the aircraft to the ground but also in the way their signatures
are shaped. The characteristics of these secondary sonic booms are illustrated in
figure 21. An overall pressure time history (ref. 15) from the Ccncorde for a secondary
boom is shown in figure 21(a). Note the signal is complex in that a number of
disturbances are observed at this particular measurement location over a period of
1.5 minutes with a maximum peak-to-peak pressure of abo,lt 0.2 psf. Three sections
of the overall pressure signature at A, B, and C are presented with expanded time
scales in figures 21(b) to 21(d) to provide an indication of the frequency of these
signals. Note that the fundamental frequency is about 1.5 to 2.0 Hz. For secondary
boom signatures, the pressure changes very slowly and is in the subaudible fr£quency
range. This, combined with the very low amplitudes, makes it difficult for the ear to
sense this sound. These secondary booms are heard, however, and descriptions vary
from the rumbling of far-off thunder to startling. Indoors, of course, such a pressure
signature can be more noticeable since it vibrates the structure and causes rattLing
and motions.

Secondary booms have existed since the beginning of supersonic flight capabilities.
Each of the major sonic boom flight programs sent secondary booms propagating
through the upper atmosphere. These secondary booms went essentially unnoticed
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Sonic Boom

• _ Time

0.1 lb/_2.

I'*-"1.0 sec _ "

0.1 lb/ft 2

i ,ii
(b) Expanded pressure time history at A. _,

N2_

0.], lb/ft 2 :'_

(c) Expanded pressure time history at B. ,_?

0 1 lb/ft 2

1

(d) E_anded pressure time history at C.

Figure _I. Characteristics ol secondary sonic booms.
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until the 1977 to 1978 time period, when the Naval Research Laboratory investigated
the east coast acoustic disturbances (ref. 58), which were initially reported to be
strange and mysterious in origin. The Concorde had entered into commercial service
in mid-1976, of course, and scientifc use was being made of its secondary boom,
which was a consistent and known source, for determining the characteristics of
the upper atmosphere (refs. 12 and 13). Concorde secondary booms thus became
more evident and complaints to this effect were received. However, in every
case of Concorde-generated secondary sonic booms, rerouting of the flight tracks
and changes in operating conditions, depending upon atmospheric and seasonal
variations, elin_nated the problem.

The secondary sonic boom carpet and the disturbances experienced within it are
not as well defined as for the primary sonic boom, and only fragmentary observations
and mea3urements are available. These disturbances are known to involve both
the upper and lower levels of the atmosphere during propagation, to have very low
overpressure values, and to have a very low frequency content. Propagation distances
greater than 100 miles are common and relatively large ground areas are exposed,
but the significance from a community response standpoint is not well-defined.

Sonic Boom Minimization

This section addresses sonic boom minimization through aircraft design and
aircraft operation. Minimization through design involves modification of the aircraft
size, weight, and shape in order to reduce the overpressure cr to alter the waveform.
Minimization through aircraft operation relates to flying the aircraft at a Mach
number and altitude combination so that a boom does not reach the ground. The
atmosphere plays a significant role in this process. Mention is made of sonic booms
from aircraft at tr_:_sonic Mach ,.umbers (0.89 _< M <: 1.00) and relatively low
altitudes, and the associated waveform and boom levels are discussed.

Design

Sonic boom effects are minimized through increased distance between the aircraft
and the ground. Minimizing sonic booms through aircraft design modifications has
also been investigated and lower bounds have been established (refs. 52 and 59 to

• 62). Some of the approaches that have been considered are illustrated in fi_,ure 22.
Sonic boom minimization can be achieved through a reduction in the overpressare
or an increase in the signature rise time, each of these parameters being significant
with regard to human response (refs. 63 and 64) and to structural response (ref, _'_.'
Altering the overpressure and the rise time also results in changes in imp_r._e ._
illustrated in the lower sketches of the figure, reduced overpressures c_,t be *' _:,_e¢_
by reducingthesizeoftheaircraft(thatis,loweraircraftweight?...d_ob..-,ie..,bv :_
proper shaping of the aircraft geometry to provide a modified (i.e., _,,_op_ sw;,n,_, ".
The minimum impulse signature is generally that of an N-way Tnc ,cb;.m .
overpressure is that of the flattop and flat-bottom N-wave. The_'o :_o a:,pt ches
have been given consideration in the past, and reductions in b_ wa_ .-ov _rp-essures
of about 30 percent to perhaps as much as 40 percent appear to be _btainable.

Other minimization techniques involving increasing rise time¢ have also .'en
investigated (refs. 66 and 67). If the rise time of the signature could be incrc:,_ed to
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I VthepointwhereasinewavewouldrcsultinsteadofallN-wave,thesinewavepressure
signatureshouldnotbe audibletoan outdoorobserver.However,thisavoidanceof
theshockwavealtogetherwouldresultinan increasedimpulse,and sucha signature
wouldstillvibratebuildingssuchthatpeopleindoorswouldreact.To obtaineven
smallincreasesinrisetimes,theaircraftlengthwouldhavetobe increasedby at
leasta factorof3 overthegreatestlengthnow beingconsidered(toabout1000ft).
Thisinitselfisan impracticalapproach.Anothermeans wouldbe to alterthe
airstreamsothatthesamebeneficialeffectsassociatedwiththeincreasedlengthare
obtained.Thiswouldbe accomplishedby thcadditionofheator otherformsof
energy.Studiesoftheairstreamalterationorthe"phantombody"conceptsuggest
thatlargeamountsofheatorenergy(atleasttheequivalentoftheoutputfromthe
onboardpropulsionsystems)arerequiredtoobtainincreased-rise-timesignatures.
Thisapproachthereforealsoappearstobe impractical.

Reduced overpressur: Increased rise time ._

Size Shape Length Airstream alteration ,i_

-
l I I o

, , I I ICalculated signatures

, , I

Figure 22. Sonic boom minimization concepts.

As a resvltof pastand currenteffortsin boom minimization,itisgenerally
agreed"+hatthenominalcruisesonicboom signaturescan be mod,.'fiedthrough

- aircraftdesign.Absolutelowerboundsareavailableforoverpremsureand impulse.
The significantadvanceswhich have been made in propulsion,materials,and
aerodynamicswillplaya significantroleinreducingsonicboom levels.Forexample,
supeL'soniclaminarflowexertsa verypowerfulinfluenceon reducingaircraftgross
weightand increasingcruisealtitude,bothofwhichlowerthesonicboom level.
In-houseNASA studies(ref.68)suggestthe feasibilityofa longand lightSST
havinga sonicboom overpressurelevelof lessthan 1.0Ib/ft2 (abouthalfthe
overpressureestimatedforthecanceledU.S.SST) duringcruiseflightfordomestic
ranges.The analytictoolsfordefiningthe requiredaircraftcharacteristicsare
availableandhavebeenvalidatedwithwind-tunnelexperimentson smallwing-body
configurationsrepresentingtr+tnsportaircraft.Means forevaluatingthetrade-offs
forboom minimizationintermsofactualaircraftdesignareavailable.The most
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i Maglieri and Plotkin idesirable signature shape, from the point of view of minimum response of an outdoor
and !ndoor observer and of structural response, h_._not yet been established.

"Boomless" Flight Operations

In addition to sonic boom minimization, soni_ boom avoidance can a!so be
realized throdgh operation of the aircraft at low supersonic Mach numbers such
that the shock waves extend down towaxd, but do not intersect, the ground because
of atmospheric refraction or cutoff, as suggested by the sketch in the upper left of
figure 23. The range of Mach numbers and altitudes over which operations at cutoff
Mach number Mco can be performed is shown in the figure for steady, level flight
in a standard atmosphere with no wind. Flights at Mach numbers to the left of
the hatched curve will result in no booms reaching the ground, whereas flights at
Mach numbers to the right of the curve will result in booms reaching the ground.
The highest speed at which the aircraft could operate in a standard atmosphere
without producing booms at the ground is about M = 1.15. In the real atmosphere,
variations in the speed of sound do exist because of temperature and winds. Climb
or descent angles would also permit an increase or decrease in Mco, respectively. The
practical range of Mco varies from 1.0 to about 1.3 for steady, level flil_htfor a fairly
wide range of atmospheric conditions.

f/'//////////,, ,_/,//I///r////f,* "

60 000 --

Booms observed

40 000 =" No
booms

Altitude,
ft

20OOO

Practical range _,] I
0 I I I. i
1.0 l.x 1.2 1.3 l.,,

M

Figure 93. Combinations o/Mach number and altitude ?or boomless flight.
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SO_ _ BoomTwo poil_ts should be made about boomless flight operations. Boomless flight _
i_ izidependent of aircraft configuration and is a function of the aircraft operating
conditions and the atmosph_re. Aircraft configuration is, of course, important from
the standpoint of efficiency of operation at these low Mach numbers; for example,
flying a high Mach _ruisedesign at the off-design Mco is I,,osdesirable than flying an
aircraft designed to operate at M = 1.15. In either case, boomless flight operations,
unlike the stationary _ocus from an airc.aft maneuver, always ,'esult in a continuous
catmtlc or focal line where the overpressures can be higher than _.hoseof the steady-
flight boom from the aircraft flying at the b&me altitude but at *,he higher cruise
Mach number. Therefore, in order to assure the shocks, and thus ".he boom, for
flight at Mco will termi_mte at some safe height _.bove ground level, a margin of
safety in the form of reduced Mach number is required.

Low-Altitude Transonic Fhght

It can generally be stated that as long as the aircraft speed over the ground is
less than the speed of sound at the ground, then boondess f,ights at low supersonic
Mach numbers can _e a, nieved. It ms;" be further stated that as lorg as the aircraft
speed is less than • .. 1.00, no sonic booxus should be experienced at ground level.
This is true for aircraft flying _.taltitudes of 100 body lengths or greater. Experie._-e,
confirmed by measurements (ref. 42), indicates that booms can be observed at ground
level from aircraft in _teady, levd flight at Mach numbers from about 0.95 to 0.99
"t altitudes of about 300 to abo_,t 2000 ft above ground level. This phenomenon is
similar to that observed for airfoils in wind tunnels (as shown in fig. 24(a)) at high
transonic Mach numbers, for which localized s_,ocks occur at the maximum thickness
(where the Pow accelerates to M = 1.00 or greater). These shocks cxtend for some
distance from the airfoil before dissipating into acoustic disturbances, l'nis extended
shock is alan shown in the unusual photograph of an aircraft in flight at an indicated
Math hum.. of 0.89 and an alt;tude of about 300 ft (fig. 24(b) from ref. 69). The
explanation for why the shock waves are visible is given in reference 69 as follows.
"Aircraft is flying in a cloud of water vapor condensed by a shock wave created
when the local Mach number reaches or exceeds 1.0 at a point on the fuselage aft of
the cockpit, where the shock attaches." The basic mechanism involved in the dight
picture is the lower pressure behind the shock front causing the ,aoisture in the air
to condense.

The aircraft, like the airfoil, has a maximum thickness (equivalent area distribu-
tion) such taat the local flow can equ,d or exceed M = 1.0 at some given tiee-stream
transonic Mach number. These localized shocks ha_,e been observed to extend out-

ward and downward as much as 30.airplane body lengths. The intensity of the booms
is substantial because of the ve_'ylow altitudes, and the signature, shown in figure 25,
is considerably different in nature from the normally observed N-wave-@pe signature
associated with a fully developed _uper_onic flow field.

The detailed analysis of low-al, itude transonic flight te *_data (ref. 42) h_
indicated that existing meteoromgical conditions influence the vertical extent of
attached shock _,-,wesproduced at nearly sonic flight. Aircraft Mach nun Jer also has
a direct influence on the vertical extent of the attach.',d shock waves. The extension of
these attached shock waves to lower altitudes may explain several "accidental" sonic
booms produced by low-altitude, marginally _ubsonic aircraft (although Machmeter
and altimeter errors may also be responsible).
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(a) NACA 16-P!2 airfoil in wind (b) Aircrafl in transonic flight. _.
tunnel. M = 0.90. M = 0.89. (From "el. 69. '_.
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F_gure 25. Character of transonic boom signature.

i l_:,, 9eta_es to Sonic Bot, ms
!

This _ection begins with a description of the factors involved in boom exposure,
including the air p:tb ground path, and building vibration. Outdoor _.nd indoor
stimuli include audible, vibratory, and visual cues. A discussion of damaF.e com-
plaints, relativ_ to prima_y aild secondary structural members, is given as a function
of the ,'ange of boom exposure levels• People responses to booms include startle,
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Sonic Boom

annoyance, effects on sleep, and long-term effects on health. Other _,_ponses to sonic
booms cover animals, birds, and fish, and also include seismic effects, avalanches,
landslides, and other subsonic aircraft.

Factors Involved in Boom Expc,sures

There is considerable concern about the m_nner in which people and structures
respond to sonic booms and how such responses will affect community acceptance of
overland operations. The nature of the response problem is iilustratecl in figure 26
(from ref. 70). The sketch at the top of the figure suggests two different cxposure
situations for people. In one case, the person is outdoors and is impinged on directly
by the waves. In the other case, the obset _er is inside a building and the waves
impinge first on the building. The building then acts as a filter which determines the
nature of the exposure stimuli reaching the inside observer. The ingredients of this
indoor exposure Atuation are included in the chain diagrazn at the bottom of the
figure. The sonic-boom-induced excitation which causes the building to vibrate may '7
arrive either through the air or through the ground. It is generally conceded that the
air path is the more significant one in most cases and is thus designated the primary
path in figure 26. The ground path is considered secondary and is designated by a
dashed line in figure 26. Building vibrations can be observed directly by the subject.
A person may also observe vibration-inducea noise or, in the extreme case, a3sociated

superficial damage of the structure.

\
t:::_l Air _t,_ _ Strv:t",l }

Boom _1 _ ( Building ___..___._ S2Je,c.._ve

I..- ....... "'. _k vibrations ,//_- k reacuon 2/

Ground .j'

::_ Primary p-;,h
"--..""Secondary path

Figure _6. Factors involved in boom exposures. (F_'om ref. 70.)
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Maglieri and Plotkin 1

Outdoor and Indoor Stimuli

A person inside a building is exposed to a rather complex series of stimuli,
including auditory, visual, and vibratoxy inputs. The nature of the auditory and
vibratory inputs is illustrated in figure 2; (from ref. 70). The top trace is a sample
outdoor pressure exposure as measured for one particular case. This wave m of the
N-wave type, but it differs from an N-wave in some of its details, as do many of the
waves measured in the field. The three bottom traces represent corresponding indoor
exposure stimuli. The topmost of these traces represents the pressure variation inside
the building owing to vibratory motions of the building and the cavity resonances.
Although this is a pressure disturbance, it generally occurs in a frequency range
that is not audible to humans. The audible portion of this signal, as measured
with a separate microphone system, has the characteristic shape of the middle trace

and is an order of magnitude lower in amplitude. It is believed that this audible
portion of the pressure signal is associated with the rattling of the building structure
and furnishings because of the primary mode responses in the building. Finally,
the bottom trace represents tile vibration of the floor that would be sensed by a
person either directly or through the furniture. A person indoo_ therefore can be
influenced becaase of an auditory, vibratory, or visual cue. At the present time,
the indoor exposure situation is not understood well enough to permit the relative
importance of each of these stimuli to be determined, although it is believed that in
certain situations each one is significant.

--_ Time _ I--0.I0sec--d

,,5

: i I - _ Pressure-Outdoors

0.33 lbl/ft2 _. /_'x
,_l-J _ _&- --- - -_- _,

Pressure

-7-

"-A t0 llg

- v   .e e atio"

Figure 97, Outdoor and indoor sonic boom stimuli. (From re]. 70.)

Damage Complaints and Range of
Boom Exposures

Experience has shown that supersonic flights over comnmnities have resulted in
complaints regarding damage because of sonic booms. The nature of the reported
da'-age is fairly well represented by the data in figure 28, which shoes the frequencies
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I so.oom1with which certain types of damage are mentioned (ref. 6). Plaster cracks, the type
of damage reported most frequently, are mentioned in 43 percent of the complaipts.
Other reported damage includes cracks in window glass, walls, and tile. Struct,.tres
reportedly damaged by sonic booms are mostly brittle surfaces and are secondary
structural components.

Plaster
cracks

Broken ]._

windows ._

Masonry :,¢
cracks _

Broken die "_'_
and mirrors ::_

Broken _:_

t_ric-a-brac _

Damaged

appliance3

Miscellaneous

I 1 I I
; 0 I0 29 30 40

Totalcomplaint],percent

Figure Z8. Sonic boom damage complaintn. (From re]: 6.)

The relation between somc boom, and damage has the same complexity as the _;
relation between sonic booms and indoor responses: a rigorous relationship depends
on _he frequency content of the boom and the frequency response of the structure.
A pr_tical, simple measure of the boom (for correlation with damage) wculd
be the energy content in frequencies around the fundamental response frequency
of structures, since this is where the greatest response occurs (rets. 65 and 71).

- Previouslyinthischaptertheargumentwas pre,_ontedthatauralresponsetosonic

booms canbequantifiedbythepeakoverpressure,sincethatwasassociatedthrough ,_
audio frequency components of booms. S_milarly, it can be argued that structural
responseinvolveslowfrequencies,sothattheimpulseoftheboom isan appropriate _: •

- quantity.Forthisreason,boom impuls,.s,aswellaspeakoverpressures,areoften _
reported.The boom impulsetendstorepzesentthelowestfrequencycomponents, |intherangeofseveralhertz.The fundamentalfrequencyresponseofbuildingsis
typicallyI0 to30 Hz (ref.72),however,so impulsealonemay notbe an adequate
measure. :_
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I Maglieri and PlotkinThe vast majority of experience with sonic booms has been with N-waves 200 to
300 rnsec in duration. Usually only the overpressure hh_ _eenreported or corre!ated
with damage. One would, however, expect the relation between impulse, spectra,
and overpressure to be fairly consistent for booms of such similar shapes. Care
must be taken when these data are appli,,d to significantly different types of boom
signatures, but these correlations of boom damage with overpressure should certainly
be self-consistent ar,d well worth exa,nining.

As expected, the reported damage varies depending upon the intensity of the
boom. This is illustrated in figure 29, in which sonic-boom-induced incidents per
flight per million people are shown for various overpressure ranges (ref. 6). The ranges
of boom levels up to about 3.0 Ib/ft 2 are fairly representative of the majority of booms
associated with controlled supersonic flight operations. It may be significant that no
damage incidents occurred for boom exposures below about 0.8 lb/ft 2, although a
smaller number of data samples were available in this range.

2.0 r

!

Damage ir.cidents 1.5 [

per flight per 1.0 f ii

milhon people

.5

' I l 1 ° _ J _
0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

Ap, Ib/ft 2

f.31

Figure _9. Sonic-boom-induced inc_,dents .for various overpressure ranges.

The nature of the sonic-boom-induced damage problem can be illustrated with
the summary plot of figure 30 (from ref. 6). The number of damage incidents for a
given type of structure increases as the overpressure increases, and this is particularly
evident at, the higher overpressure values. Also shown in the figure is a schematic
illustration of the amplitude distribution of the overpressures. Even though the
nominal, or predicted, overpre_sure for a given aircraft at specific qight conditions
has a value -,hich is generally lower than that at which building damage might be
expected, the:e is a distribution of pressure amplitudes such that a small percentage
of the total amplitude values occurs in the relatively high overpressure range. These
high values, which occur only occasionally because of either atmospheric effects or
focus booms due to maneuvers, may be sufficient to trigger incipient damage in
existing structures. Two points can be made from this figure. It is obvious that
a lower nominal value is desirable because of the reduced probability of building
damage. However, though the nominal overpressure is established at a relatively low
value, no assurance can be given tLat the triggering of damage caa be completely
avoided.
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Sonic Boom INominal- :
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Figure 30. Nature of sonic-boom-induced damage problem. (From ref. 6.}

People Responses

It has been shown that people are annoyed by sonic booms because of concerns
that the booms may damage their property. This suggests that the annoyance of
booms might be diminished if the public could be convinced that boom levels from
military or commercial supersonic operations are well below the damage _eshold.
However, sonic boom effects on people are di_cult to pinpoint because of the
subjectivity of the people's responses and because of the diversity of variables
affecting their behavior. Responses depend on previous exposure, age, geographic
'.ocation, time of day, socioeconomic status, and many other variables.

Research and experimentation have turned to several findings about sonic boom
phenomena related to humans. These findings indicate that booms do not adversely
affect human hearing, vision, or circulation (ref. 6). The human psychological
response is more complex, involving attitudes and habituation to boon_ and their
sources.

There findings have also turned up a number of other points. Long-term effects
on health of repeated da_l_ booms have not been investigated. Possible long-term
effects on sleep of repeated night booms are unknown. Although existing evidence

, suggests booms of 1.0 lb/ft _ or greater are unacceptable to a significant portion of
the population, a level of acceptability of sonic booms has not been determined.
Values of sonic boGm overpressure of 0.5 to 1.0 Ib/ft 2 have been suggested, but with
no scientific support.

Finally, the possibility exists that human responses to booms measured one to
two decades ago may differ from those recorded in the next decade (,.ef. 6).

Other Responses

To date, it has been difficult to make detailed interpretations of the effects of
sonic booms on different animal species. However, research on chickens, chicken and
pheasant eggs, pregnant cows, racehorses, sheep, wild birds, and mink suggests that
boom effects on domestic and wild animals are negligible (ref. 6). Like humans,
animals are startled by loud noises, but this diminished during testing. In any case,
our dependence on animals for food (livestock), companionship (pets), relaxation
(horses), and aesthetic value (wildlife) strongly suggests they receive more attention
and research regarding the effects of sonic boom exposureb.

The effects of sonic booms on aquatic life may not have been imestigated to any
great extent. This is a result of the initial findings that the attenuation of the sonic
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i .....o." Iboom in water suggests that these effects should be small (ref. 6). In particular,
boom overpressures dis,_ipated to about a tenth of their initial value at a depth of
about 60 ft and so appear to pose no threat to aquatic life, including the capacity
of fish eggs to hatch. This experience is associated with aircraft traveling at Mach
numbers of 3.0 or less. At hypersonic Mach numbers, the aircraft speed can equal
or exceed the speed of sound in water (about 4.5 times that in air), thereby greatly
increasing the potential penetration of the sonic booms.

Sonic booms produced by aircraft moving at supersonic spe_ds apply moving
loads to the Earth's surface. Although the ground motion recorded was about 100
times the largest natural, steady seismic noise background, it was still less than
1 percent Gfthe accepted seismic damage threshold for residential structures (ref. 6).
Experiments have shown that sonic booms probably cannot trigger earthquakes, but
they might precipitate incipient avalanches or landslides in exceptional areas which
are already stressed to within a few percent of instability. Research efforts on the
effects of booms in areas prone to avalanches and landslides have been recommended.
Furthermore, the differences between triggering snow and earth avalanches need to
be better understood. Once again, the experience thus far is associated with aircraft
speeds of Mach rmml: er 3.0 or less. The situation may be different at hypersonic
speeds.

Questions have been raised concerning the effects of sonic booms on other
subsonic aircraft, transport and general aviation ,:ypes, both in flight and on
the ground. Controlled tests (ref. 73) have shown that the sonic-boom-induced
accelerations, which were structural rather than rigid body motions, were small
relative to those induced by such commoaly encountered phenomena as runway
roughness and moderate air turbulence. The general conclusions were that sonic i0_
booms constitute no serious concern for the safety of all types of _ubsonic aircraft in _]_

flight. ._

Summary
During flight at supersonic _eeds, shock waves are formed which propagate

outward in all directions; some may extend to the ground and caus_ objectionable
noise. For vehicles operating at high altitudes, the shock wave patterns coalesce into
a bow shock at the front of the vehicle and a tail shock at the rear. TL_epassage of
these shock waves past an observer results in rapid changes in atmospheric pressure
in the form of an N-wave signature and is interpreted by the ear a, two explosive-type
sounds, commonly referred to as sonic booms. In a typical supersonic mission the
shock waves, which are moving with the aircraft, generate sonic boom "carpets" on
the ground whose width depends on flight a:_.datmospheric conditions. These carpets
are made up of primary and secondary booms. The primary boom carpet contains
t,he normally observed sonic boom overpressures and results from wave propagation
through only that part of the atmosphere below the aircraft. Secondary boom carpets
may exist which involve the portion of the atmosphere above the aircraft as well as
that below the aircraft. Between the primary and secondary carpets exists a region
in which no booms are observed• The secondary boom carpets are more remote
from the ground track and the overpressure levels are much less intense than in the
primary carpet.
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Sonic bogm theory, in general, is well established. The evolution of the sonic
boom signature from its pattern near the aircraft to the pressure signature received
on the ground can be accurately predicted in terms of overpressure level, number
and location of shocks, and duration. The complete role of the aircrag configuration
in sonic boom geaeration is embodied in the F-function. Analyses of minimization
concepts generally center on calculating F-functions for various configurations. For
typical slender supersonic vehicles, the F-function may be computed directly from
vehicle geometry via linearized supersonic flow theory. At hypersonic speeds, for
which linearized flow theory is not accurate, the problem is that of obtaining the
F-function by other means, such as wind tunnel tests or computational fluid
cynamics (CFD) codes.

Utilization of the theory of geometric acoustics allows for the inclusion of the real
atmosphere and nonlinear steepening on the shock wave system as it propagates to ._
ground. It also allows for the calculation of the number and location of multiple
booms , esulting from maneuvering flight and the location of "superboom" focal !_
zones. .'ocus boom signatures can be computed for simple "smooth caustic" foci,
but similar results are not yet available for rarer, higher order "superfoci."

A number of seriic boom computer programs have been written. They all perform •
the same basic calculations, but each has particular capabilities and features added _
for specific applications. All these programs were originally developed for mainframe

computers, but it is expected that personal _Jmputer versions will be available. !!i'::
The primary boom carpet and the disturbances that are experienced within it _

have been intensely researched. A considerable experimental data base has been .,_
accumulated for a wide range of vehicles, Mach numbers, and altitudes. Agreement _'_._,
between measurements and predictions i_ quite good for both on-track and lateral _)"
locations for steady, level flight conditions. Sonic boom overpressures are noted to '_
increase with increasing vehicle size and to decrease with increasing attitude. The "
lateral extent of the primary boom carpet increases with increasing _atitude. °

Atmospheric variations, especially those in the first few thousand feet above the
Earth's surface, can be very influential in bringing about distortions of the sonic
boom signature, changing it from the normally expected N-wave to a "peaked"
or "rounded-type" signature. Higher overpressures result when the signature_ are
peaked, whereas lower overpressures are associated with rounded signatures. This
peaking and rounding of the signature is statistical in nature and occurs _,sa function
of either time or distance. As suc, variations in the sonic boom signature can be
expected during routine vehicle operati(_ns.

Rapid deviations of a vehicle from steady, level flight can produce considerable
modifications in the locatior,, number, and intensity of the ground shock wave
patterns. Thus, multiple booms and focused booms may be observed. The
pressure buildups in these focus areas are a function of the type maneuver and
the accelerations involved and can be 2 to 5 times the nominal levels of steady flight.
It is important to note that these focused booms _,re very localized and do not move
with the vehicle. They can be placed to within a few miles of the designated location.
Pressure buildup areas associated with turns ,roll-up, or pushover maneuvers can
be minimized by reducing accelervtions. Atmospheric randomness will also decrease
or, in some cases, even eliminate focusing altogether.

Secondary sonic booms are quite distinct from primary booms not only in the
manner in which they are propag_.ted from the aircraft to the ground but also in
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Maglieri and Plotkin

the way their signatures are shaped. For secondary boom signatures, the pressure
- changes very slowly and is in the subaudible frequency range. Tl'is lack of audibility

combined with the very low amplitudes makes secondary booms difficult to sense
outdoors, but they can be noticeable indoors. The secondary sonic boom carpet
and the disturbances experienced within it are not as well-defined as those for the
primary boom and only fragmentary observations and measurements are available.

Sonic booms may be minimized through aircraft design and operation. ? _ini-
mization through design involves modification to the aircraft size, weight, and shape
in order to reduce the overpressure or alter the signature waveform. The analyti-
cal tools for definiug the required aircraft characteristics and means for evaluating
trade-offs for boom minimization in terms of aircraft design are available. The most
desirable signature shape, from the point of view of minimum response of an outdoor
and indoor observer and of structural response, has not yet been established.

Low _upersonic "boomless" flight operations are feasible and provide a means for 31
domestic overland flight. The atmosphere plays a significant role in these types of
operations, and considerable care must be exercised to assure that the shock waves
associated with boomless flights do not extend t3 the ground. The practicality of

il such operations is very questionable.

Booms can be observed at grouild level from aircraft in steady, level flight
at high transonic Mach numbers and relatively low altitudes. The intensity of
the boom is substantial because of Lhe very low altitudes, and the signatures are

I considerably different in nature from the normally observed N-wave associated with

fully developed supersonic flow.
The effects of sonic booms (particularly the responses they invoke) are not

completely known, even through a considerable data base has been accumulated
over the years. Many factors are involved in boom vxposure, including the air path,

ground path, and building vibrations. Outdoor and indoor stimuli include audible,
vibratory, and visual cues. Haman response to Dooms include startle, annoyance,
effects on sleep, and long-term effects on he[":

Structures reportedly damaged by sonic booms are mostly brittle surfaces and
a._ secondr_ry structural components. The number of damage incidents increases
with increasing boom intensity. It may be significant that no damage incidents are
reported for boom exposur_.s less than 0.8 lb/ft 2, although the data sample is small.

Sonic booms do not adversely affect human hearing, vision, or circulation. The
human psychological response is more complex, involving attitudes and h_Jbituai:ion
to booms and their sources. Long-term effects on health of repeated daily booms
and effc,:ts on sleep of repeated night booms are not known Although be.ore levels
of 1.0 lb/ft 2 or greater are apparently una:ceptable to a significant portion of the
population, a level of acceptability has not been determined.

, To date, it has been difficult to make detailed interpretations of the effects of sonic
booms on different animal species. Research suggests that boom effects on domestic
and wild animals are negligible; however, it is strongly suggested they receive more
attention and research.

Since sonic booms attenuate rapidly in water, they appear to pose no threat to
aquatic life, nor do they affect the capacity of fish eggs to hatch. At hypersonic Mach
numbers, the aircraft speed can equal or exceed the speed of sound in water, thereby
greatly increasing the potential penetx _tion of the sonic boom.
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I oncoomT
Ground motions associated with sonic booms are less than 1 percent of the

accepted seismic damage threshold for residential structures. Sonic booms probably
cannot trigger earthquakes, but they might precipitate incipient avalanches or
landslides in exceptional areas which are already stressed to within a few percent
of instability. The situation may be different at hypersonic speeds.

Sonic booms constitute no serious concern for the safety of all types of subsonic

aircraft in flight. The boom-induced accelerations are small relative to those inducedby runway roughness and moderate air turbulence.
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